The first two examples, of sexual cannibalism in the Australian red-back spider and of rapid evolution in the
Clear, factual marginal summaries also provide effective teaching aids. Highlighted in green, these sentence-long take-home messages include the following:
• "Without genetic variation, there can be no evolution" (p. 93).
• "Genetic drift is the dispersion of the frequency of a neutral gene in replicate populations, stronger in small than in large populations" (p. 67). This is a fine definition, if one believes that all genes are neutral.
• "Recombination can bring together in the same genome beneficial mutations that arose independently" (p. 145).
The text is helpfully supplemented by an eight-page glossary. Here is a sample definition: "Wild type. A term used in classical genetics to designate the standard genotype in the population from which mutations formed rare deviations. Modern molecular data have destroyed the concept by revealing so much variation that the concept has become meaningless" (p. 348). Here we have a most modern definition.
Stearns and Hoekstra divide evolutionary biology into three chronological units. In the first half of the twentieth century, evolutionists were obliged to demonstrate consistency with Mendelian genetics. The second half of the twentieth century reflected preoccupations with evolutionary proofs through ever more skillful molecular biology techniques.
And now, what of a postmillenium primer on evolution? The coauthors claim that future developments will encompass developmental biology (genotypephenotype relationships) and approaches toward clarifying enormous variations in evolutionary rates.
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